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Making the Case

Overview

• What are the key areas enabling a decision to be made about innovative 
transport systems?

• What information and analysis is needed?

• Experience from innovative transport projects.



“The Problem”

• Lack of awareness of alternative modes amongst wider community.

• Availability and reliability of information.

• Regulatory and planning procedures can be unclear.

• Lack of suitably qualified practitioners. 



Where do you start?



Building a Concept Evaluation Model

Technical Case

Is there a compelling case for an alternative mode? 

Business Case

Is the project affordable in terms of capital expenditure and annual cost/profit?

Planning Case

What is the strategic planning fit and how are approvals to be obtained?

Ultimately decision makers need to understand the need & the proposer must 
demonstrate the value.



The Technical Case



Key considerations

• What is the technical case?
• Why innovative modes over “traditional ones”?

• Is it deliverable?

• What are the risks?



Key considerations
• Ridership

• Demand
• Experience
• Willingness to pay

• System Parameters
• Capacity
• Journey time
• Stops/stations

• Physical characteristics
• Route
• Gradients
• Environment/Constraints

Is an innovative mode the only way?



Outputs from the Technical Case

• Passenger Forecast
• Initial OD forecast between stations.

• Concept Alignment
• Confirms system is deliverable through appropriate consideration of major 

constraints.

• Selects a technology appropriate to the system.

• Identifies stations & track lengths.



The Business Case



Key considerations

• Revenue
• Farebox
• In car advertising
• System sponsorship
• Associated direct and indirect benefits

• Capital Investment
• System specification

• Operational Cost
- Function of route, vehicle numbers
- Maintenance and refurbishment/replacement



Financial Case Reporting

• Total CAPEX
• Average OPEX
• Average Revenue
• Is a subsidy required?
• Payback period.
• Return on investment.

• Appropriate consideration of risk, 
optimism bias, inflation, asset 
depreciation, scenario testing



Revenue

• Application of fares to forecast 
ridership.

• Secondary revenue streams.

• What are the associated revenue 
opportunities and financial returns 
and who benefits?



Land Value Benefits?



The Planning Case



Key Considerations

• Policy fit
• How does the system fit with local planning policy?

• Delivery through the planning system
• What is the mechanism for delivery?

• Is planning permission required?

• What are the likely objections – can they be overcome?

• Operational approvals
• Who provides operational approval?

• Is there an established regulatory approvals regime?



Taking Things Forward



Initial Appraisal



Outline Business Case



Full Business Case



Business Case within Project Process



Project Experience















Conclusions



Conclusions

• The challenge for innovative transport systems is identifying 
appropriate applications with a well articulated winning cost vs 
value formula

• Unless the benefits and risks are clear no-one will buy – would you?

• Take a phased approach focussing on addressing the key technical, 
business and planning elements. 
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